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shifting perceptions
In his dreamy
seascapes,
unnerving
portraits and
swooping,
vertiginous city
views, Karl
Houtteman
eschews
photographic
realism in
favour of
capturing
moods and
energy, citing
Braque and
Rothko as
among his
influences.
Tim Cumming
meets this
very painterly
photographer
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C

apturing a world of motion in still
images is the challenge Belgian photographer
Karl Houtteman sets himself when he raises his
camera. A native of Bruges, his adventures in
multi-exposure cityscapes began there in 2009,
drawing inspiration from British photographers
Chris Friel and Valda Bailey, and Russian Alexey
Titarenko. He’s since had three shows in Belgium,
and is now signed with Art Embassy. “I started
experimenting in street photography, but I felt
there was something missing, something fell short
in traditional photography,” he says, “so I started
to experiment with long exposures, first using a
crop camera, a Canon 50D, then a Canon 5D
Mark III, a full-frame camera.”
He handles the Mark III the way an artist
handles a brush, employing body movement
and multiple exposures – generally in layers of
up to nine – to create densely kinetic cityscapes,
seascapes, landscapes, and most recently, portraits.
Brace yourself before you agree to sit down for
one. The latter are a challenging set of twisted,
welded, melted faces sliding around in postsurgical disarray – think Francis Bacon, Lucian
Freud and Pablo Picasso wrestling in a darkroom.
On ketamine. These are raw-meat visions of the
human face you could hang in a butcher’s window.
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“They’re
shifting
images
rather
than one
image
from one
viewpoint.
Viewers
will look
at them
for more
than 10
seconds,
and I like
that.”

“They’re called Shifts – they’re people
looking ugly, and they are challenging,” he
laughs. “I started with self portraits that failed
– it was hard to do a selfie in that way. The first
portrait I took was of my mother on the beach,
the Silent images.” These are of his mother with
her back to the camera, wraith-like against a hazy,
multi-exposure account of three broad bands
of beach, sea and sky he uses to frame her. “Then
I started to do faces, which seemed horrible at
first, but I got to like them, and they do have
some kind of beauty to them.”
Painters are an important touchstone – the
likes of Toulouse Lautrec, Braque, Modigliani,
Picasso – artists who drew on light, movement
and the roving viewpoint just as the still hand
of photography rose from salt plates and silver
nitrate into mass visual culture. His father, a
painter as well, albeit unknown, was also a strong
formative influence – the two visited galleries
and museums throughout his childhood – as were
Abstract Expressionists like Rothko and Pollock:
his powerful Rothko-like seascapes employ
neutral-density filters and Adobe Lightroom.
“I am inspired by painting,” he says, “and in
photography, by how many combinations you can
use.” That is, the layering of multiple exposures
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and the body movements that distinguish them.
“You move your camera around and you get a
certain vibe, an energy and feeling in the image,
and that fascinates me. In the beginning, I tried
to create the same effect with Photoshop, without
success. It’s different to doing it in-camera. When
you create nine images and the camera blends
them together, you get a different kind of effect
that you just can’t create in Photoshop.”

An endless fascination with cities
When he began, he was taking up to 2,000
photographs a week. “Less than one per cent
were good enough to use. Sometimes I use
steady shot, and sometimes I move it around.
You have to practice to see what is good, but
in the end you feel it when the image is right.”
As well as street shoots around Bruges,
Houtteman has worked in Paris, Venice, and
Tokyo, with New York his next destination.
“I’m fascinated by cities, the energy of them,
the buildings and the movements of people.
In the Shadows series, the people are blended
together, and that creates a very nice energy.”
Shadows features one of his most haunting
multi-exposure street images, Je Suis En Terrasse.
“I was in Paris just after the terrorist shootings
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“You can
make
different
versions
from the
same
set of
exposures.
It’s like
creating a
different
world.”

last year,” he says, “and there was a very strange
atmosphere, a lot of tension, and you didn’t see
so many people at tables outside on the terraces.
It was early in the morning and I saw this group
of guys sitting outside Starbucks, all blending
together, keeping close together.” For protection,
one feels, from uncertain times.
More a study in light and vision than city
unease, Venice’s canals in the Deformation
series have the viewer adjust their perception
from abstract images to floating fantasies to the
almost-recognisable landmarks à la Canaletto in
mid-hypnagogic flow. “They’re shifting images
rather than one image from one viewpoint,” says
Houtteman. “Viewers will look at them for more
than 10 seconds, and I like that.”
His latest project is called Restructures:
“Photographing the city and the buildings from
a high tower, you get very striking images.”
Indeed, the Paris shots let your eye and mind
wander far from the familiar City of Light into
some discombobulating interzone of the city
inside, a city of mind and perception. There’s
psychological weight in his sifting, shifting
imagery. “You can make different versions from
the same set of exposures,” he says. “It’s like
creating a different world.” S
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